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White
Good evening.  In a moment we'll be catching up on services in Carlisle where we were reporting last year that Action for Blind People were closing down a very popular resource centre.  What's been put in its place and what are the implications for other parts of the country?

And if you want the reverse proverb of carrying coals to Newcastle, how about carrying cricket to New York?  We'll be finding out why the blind cricket players of the UK are taking their version of the game to this almost entirely cricket free zone.

First though, last autumn on In Touch the programme visited Carlisle where local visually impaired people were increasingly concerned about the suggestion that their much cherished resource centre, which provided a whole range of valued services, including IT training, might have to close and local people therefore might need in future to get similar services from Preston, a very long journey by public transport.

Well in the event and despite their appeals Action for Blind People, who run the service, did decide to close the centre.  It finally shuts its doors at the end of March because, as they told us at the time, their recent association with the Royal National Institute for Blind People - the RNIB - meant they were trying to rationalise services in the North West.  So what are the plans for the future?  We've been talking again to Naj Fraser, a service user who originally alerted us to the problem and whose year only got worse after that when her Cockermouth physiotherapy clinic was one of the victims of the Cumbrian floods.

So what was the current situation as she understood it?

Fraser
The consultation document ended on 18th December and they were going to announce the result in January.  So on the 14th January they announced that Carlisle offices are going to close.  From then on I have since realised that the services were going to be taken from Preston office - that's no longer going to happen either.  So basically Cumbria has got - are left with no services at all.

White
So I mean what is happening?  Take for example the services which we came particularly to look at which was the services for people in IT - what's happening about that now?

Fraser
At the moment they have got funding from Lottery for three years, so it is assumed that that IT service will be delivered.  We don't know where it is going to be delivered from and how we are going to be able to access it but they promise that the users will be able to access it somehow.

White
Now you spoke to an official, I believe, on Thursday representing the - both Action for Blind People and the RNIB - what did he have to say?

Fraser
That's when I found out that Preston is no longer an option for Cumbrians to access services from.

White
That's good news in a way isn't it because you didn't want - people there said how difficult it would be to get all the way down to Preston and back?

Fraser
In a way it is but now we are totally without service from Action.  What is happening from here on is the regional manager is still looking for ways of accessing funds and services from local authorities and local bodies.

White
Because one of the things that was said to us, after our report from Carlisle, we got one or two calls from people saying yes but you know Cumbria's a very good county - voluntary organisation - we also heard from social services.  The suggestion was that there were other places where people like yourself could get service.

Fraser
Yes, it is typically going to be a postcode lottery.  Now there are other organisations for visually impaired people.  I am a member of West Cumbria Society for the Blind, who I say are doing excellent job.  Since the flood they have looked after me and my husband remarkably well.  By this I mean they have been in touch with us very, very regularly offering us support, asking us if we need anything, providing us with people like electricians, builders, plasterers - practical help and emotional help - they have been fantastic.  On the other side of the coin there are people wanting services in different parts of Cumbria - they have had very little help from them.  So really, as I say, this is going to be a postcode lottery.

White
And what is actually happening amongst that group of people, which was quite a tightly knit group from Carlisle, I mean are people staying in touch?

Fraser
We are staying in touch with one another, how long for we don't know.

White
So at the moment you really are in a little bit of a state of flux, you're not quite sure what's happening?

Fraser
Yes we are.  And again, regarding social services, yes on paper there is  provision for  some of the services that Action provide, the fact is, I hear there is a 20 week waiting list which in my opinion is not acceptable.

White
And that's for services like what?

Fraser
Services like assessment for help for visually impaired, mobility [indistinct words].  Now if somebody is newly diagnosed 20 weeks is a long time.

White
Naj Fraser.

Well to find out more about what's going on I'm joined in the studio by Action for Blind People's director of services Miriam Martin.  

Now Miriam, what exactly is the current situation because what Naj seems to be saying is there are services but they're very much spread around and they're not coming from Action for Blind People, which to your credit is where this group of people seems to want it from?

Martin
Yeah, we've just completed a 90 day period of consultation within Action for Blind People to make decisions really about how our services can be delivered in the future in a sustainable way.  And when we met back in September I discussed with you some of the issues that we were facing, particularly in Carlisle, in terms of sources of income for services there.  During that time we have been incredible busy in Cumbria, we've spoken to social services, the issue that Naj has raised in relation to the services that they provide and have challenged them about their belief that they are providing everything that's needed for visually impaired people.  They've affirmed to us that there is no money for Action because of this we have spoken most recently to Tony Cunningham MP who has a lot of sympathy for our cause and for the cause of blind and partially sighted people in the region but again who can't help us, other than to support funding applications.

White
So I mean make it clear to us - what is it that you actually need - is it premises, is it money or is it staff - what actually because, as I said, people want the service from you and you don't seem to be able to provide it?

Martin
It's a combination of all three.  We have some excellent staff that sadly we're going to lose as a result of this.  We have some offers from - particularly Carlisle Society for Blind People - in relation to desk space and storage for equipment.  But above all we need sources of income that are not here one day and gone tomorrow but that are sustainable over a period of time.  We don't want the promise of money that's going to fund something for a year for that then to be taken away for us to then be in the same situation again, we believe that the blind and partially sighted people of Cumbria deserve better than that.

White
What's happened to the plans for people to go to Preston - why has that been abandoned?

Martin
Well clearly the service users through our consultation made it quite clear to us that that was not option for them.  In addition to that the changes that we've made to our services in Cumbria are part of a much bigger jigsaw in relation to getting Action on a firm foundation financially and one that enables growth for the future.  So we've made changes in other parts of the organisation as well.  But partly we're offering something that clearly wasn't welcomed and wasn't kind of really wanted by service users in Cumbria.

White
And you say that the - the plans may be to get premises and some help from social services - that's all fallen through as well?

Martin
Well not with local societies with whom we enjoy a good positive relationship.  The social services, at the moment, there is no progress being made.  We've presented to the Carlisle area committee - put our case forward - service users presented a petition and again everybody who we have spoken to has been very sympathetic but we need a bit more than sympathy to be able to provide services in Cumbria.

White
Now at the time of the Carlisle discussions we were also hearing from some other parts of the country that felt threatened with closure - I think Staffordshire was one of them, there was also in the South West - is this more of a general problem than simply Cumbria?

Martin
No not at all.  The consultation that we've just been through was an organisational wide consultation and we only wanted to go through this process once, there was a degree of rationalisation following our association with RNIB to make sure that where there was duplication that that was removed, but we've got to a place now where we feel that we are confident that we've got a range of services that are needed, that are of a very good standard, with the structure in place to support ongoing development and to ensure those services are sustained in the years ahead.

White
But that doesn't seem to be the case in Cumbria.  I mean as you said the two organisations - what you told us at the time was that because there were other services in the North West that were run by the RNIB it seemed surplus to requirements or could be to run it in Carlisle.  But what seems to be the case is that at the moment you aren't - because of that you're not in a position to run these services in Cumbria.

Martin
There was some consolidating to do in the North West because both RNIB and Action had a presence there.  Again I repeat what I said earlier really in Cumbria is that there is very little to build on in terms of sources of income other than that that's raised voluntarily and we need more than that in order to sustain services in the future.

White
I mean are you being swamped by the bigger organisation here, which was one of the fears that some people expressed when the association was announced?

Martin
No not at all.  We have aligned our services with RNIB group strategy and largely, to be fair, we were delivering a number of those services anyway.  So the work that Action was doing prior to our association was very compatible with that that was detailed in RNIB strategy.  We have very good relationships with RNIB at all levels and are looking forward to actually seeing more benefits of our association as the years go by.

White
You've told us that you're actually having to lose the staff - as places like the Carlisle centre close - doesn't that mean that even if you get things like the premises to work from and a bit more money those staff are lost then aren't they?

Martin
Yes and we're very aware and conscious that we're going to lose highly skilled and dedicated staff who have supported services in Carlisle for a number of years.  The support that we get from RNIB however, only provides one source of income and it's up to Action to try and generate income from other sources - from statutory agencies, from commercial work - we have to compete now in a far more contract driven environment where we're competing with not only public sector but private sector organisations for funding.

White
What would you say to the people of Carlisle who - and the rest of Cumbria - who use those services - what's your message to them?

Martin
We're really sad that we've had to make this decision, it's probably been of the hardest decisions that - as an organisation - we've had to make.  We will deal with the closure in the most sensitive way that we can, ensuring that where possible we try and support the links that service users have made collectively together.  And I think I would also say that we haven't stopped since the consultation in trying to secure funding for services in Cumbria moving forward and we won't stop, we'll carry on.

White
Miriam Martin thank you very much for coming in.  And we will obviously keep an eye on this story as the time goes on.

Now just a little warning for our friends in Radio 4 continuity.  You know that tempting little ad lib at the end of the programme, like this one for instance after last week's In Touch where we'd been talking about visually impaired people playing a version of tennis:

Clip
... and the team, goodbye.

Whatever next - cricket perhaps.  Tomorrow night we visit a suburban ...

White
Well as regular In Touch listeners will know in fact blind cricket is probably one of the best established of all sports played by visually impaired people, with its own clubs, leagues, rules, even test matches and world cups.  And what blind cricket is concerned about is simply spreading knowledge of the game, not just to Radio 4 continuity but to other countries.  But why, we wondered, to New York where they hardly play the mainstream game, let alone blind cricket?

Well the man carrying the flag as he embarks on his missionary work is Andy Dalby-Welsh, who's a keen visually impaired player himself and the assistant director of Programmes of Cricket for Change.  Well just before he left for his recent trip he told me more about it.

Dalby-Welsh
About six to eight months ago one of the young people we work with were in touch with some young blind and visually impaired people in America who highlighted the fact that in terms of team games they didn't seem to have anything that they found as dynamic as what we talked about as in blind cricket in this country.  And so the initial contact was made there and it's really kicked on from there.

White
And I mean just to give us some sort of perspective - how popular is cricket of any kind in the States because I gather there are state organisations for cricket?

Dalby-Welsh
There are - that's right.  I mean we've been really surprised to be honest. The major partner that we're going to work with out there is the United States Cricket Association.  They really are quite a strong organisation and what they've managed to do for our visit is to pull together representatives from all of the states that play, which is quite a number to come and learn about the game.  So it can literally spread around America very, very quickly.

White
So how are you going to demonstrate cricket to them?

Dalby-Welsh
In a very American and organised kind of way.  They've put together a conference for us to sell the idea and maybe the duller aspects of the logistics of it.  Then we're going to get some young people together - blind and visually impaired young people - from America who will then get their chance to enjoy having a go at the game, seeing how it works, working alongside some coaches to see how we coach it.  And then the intention is that enthuses them, they go away, start doing some development work and come April or May we've been fortunate to secure support from British Airways who are going to pay for us to get out there and lead a much more intensive five day programme.

White
Because presumably you're going to have to teach them the rules of blind cricket first before they can actually give it a go?

Dalby-Welsh
Absolutely, it's going to be - yeah quite a tough thing to do but as I say the coaches we'll work with will have the logistics of cricket and the rules of cricket in the back of their mind and then we'll help them to adapt to blind cricket, how you work with blind and visually impaired young people.  From there we'll hopefully enthuse them to help it spread completely across America.

White
Now of course on this first visit you're going - you're visually impaired yourself - will there be any other of the UK blind cricketers around?

Dalby-Welsh
There aren't on this trip.  Andy Sellins, who's our director of programmes at Cricket for Change, set up the England blind cricket team about 13-14 years ago now and coached it through three world cups and I think for about nine years in the end, possibly even 10.  So he's with us.  Hopefully I'll bring a bit of playing expertise as well, from my experience.  And one of my colleagues who's put in a lot of work to get it off the ground is also going to be with us.  So there's three of us on this initial visit and then we'll look at what needs they've got in terms of the training to who we take out for the second trip.

White
And what's the ultimate aim - you're trying to get the USA into the World Cup?

Dalby-Welsh
I think we are to be honest.  I mean we've spoken to all sorts of people, obviously once the interest was first put there we needed some support to get out there and the ECB have shown interest and are starting to talk about getting an England blind team match going on in the US or in New York at some stage in the next 12 months.  And I think the imagination behind it has really kicked on.  There is due to be a World Cup in two years time and so therefore if we could get the United States playing in a blind cricket World Cup I think it would be amazing.

White
And it is quite interesting isn't it that the message you're getting from the USA is that there isn't really a team game equivalent that they play that they think has the same kind of effect?

Dalby-Welsh
It is, I mean it's a thing that I obviously benefit from having played it - you've played it yourself Peter - it's a brilliant game because it's a team game but you achieve in it individually and at a pace that works for blind and visually impaired young people.  So whether you achieve as a bowler or a batsman - you get your time to do it but you obviously get the benefits of playing in a team sport.  And I think what we've really gathered from over in America is that they've come up with an equivalent which is beat ball for baseball but it's a very sedentary sport - there's not a great deal of movement around it, the ball doesn't move a great deal, there's no bowling, it's sort of hit off a stand and it doesn't sound like the competitiveness of being able to play in world cups and play against other countries is there.  And the idea to that to some of the young people we've spoken to is exciting them, I think it's fair to say.

White
And of course from what I remember from your other - there's quite a strong social side to this as well - when the UK team goes touring.

Dalby-Welsh
There certainly is.  I think we do like to enjoy ourselves but I think it's part of it and again to mix with different cultures, different groups of blind and visually impaired young people to build friendships and to get to travel and see them and enjoy those experiences, it'll be a real fantastic thing.

White
Andy Dalby-Welsh from Cricket for Change.

And that's it for this week.  Any queries, comments, suggestions to 0800 044 044, all very welcome, or you can e-mail our website, that's bbc.co.uk/radio4/intouch.  There'll be a podcast to download from tomorrow.  From me, Peter White, my producer Cheryl Gabriel and the team, goodbye.  And just a warning to our lovely announcers - be careful what you wish for.


